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ABSTRACT
Numerical simulations of earthquake cycles using a rate- and
state-dependent friction law were performed on a segmented
strike-slip fault such as the Philippine Fault Zone in Luzon.
Frictional parameters were assigned to characterize stable
and unstable zones along depth. The effect of normal stress
history was also considered to provide some insights on the
mechanics of earthquake cycles. The time evolution of shear
stress, slip velocity, frictional coefficient, a state variable and
displacement are calculated using a fifth-order Runge-Kutta
method with an adaptive time step. Time histories of shear
stress in the seismogenic zone over the entire duration of
simulation were used to analyze fault interactions and seis-
mically active periods obtained from the simulations.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.6 [Simulation and Modeling]: Model Validation and
Analysis; J.2 [Computer Applications]: Physical Sciences
and Engineering[Earth and atmospheric sciences]

General Terms
Validation

1. INTRODUCTION
Earthquakes represent a great destructive force in an area es-
pecially in urban centers and preliminary simulations needed
to develop hazard assessment systems is essential for risk re-
duction. Phenomena related to earthquakes occur over large
scales of space and time. Simulations of earthquake cycles
offer an analytical and predictive way of understanding data
related to earthquakes rather than focusing on descriptive
approaches that only involves observational data which only
represent a portion of the system.

Rate- and state-dependent friction laws can simulate more
realistic and complicated sliding behavior than simpler fric-
tion laws. It had been used to model seismic cycles at rela-
tively simple plate boundaries such as the models presented

by [17], [31], [37] and [39]. Along strike-slip faults, a depth-
dependent pore pressure distribution to generate complex
earthquake cycles numerically, was presented by [4], [16] ex-
amined the effect of spatial variations of characteristic slip
distance on complex slip pattern and earthquake statistics
and, [19] performed a numerical simulation of seismic cy-
cles or earthquake cycles along a bent, branched and seg-
mented strike-slip model fault that is similar in geometry
to the Xianshuihe fault but did not consider the perturba-
tion of normal stress applied to the fault plane due to slip.
[20] quantified the dependence of friction to normal stress
history with a parameter α.

The complex tectonic setting of the Philippines justifies its
vulnerability to earthquakes. The Philippine Fault Zone
(PFZ) which traverses the entire archipelago has been seis-
mically active and is associated with large earthquakes in-
cluding the 1990 Luzon earthquake and this paper presents
preliminary numerical models using a rate- and state- de-
pendent friction law, on segmented strike-slip faults, with
depth-dependent frictional parameters to characterize sta-
ble and unstable zones along depth, and considers the effect
of normal stress history to provide some insights on the me-
chanics of earthquake cycles along the Philippine Fault Zone
in Luzon. We also hope to emphasize the need for more
studies to determine observational data sets required in nu-
merical simulations of earthquake cycles such as recurrence
intervals and active faults.

2. FAULT SEGMENTATION
Luzon is a plate boundary deformation zone situated across
two opposing subduction zone and island arcs which ac-
commodates the convergence of the Philippine Sea Plate
and Sundaland Plate (see Figure 1). To invert block ro-
tation rates that will characterize deformation in Luzon Is-
land, Philippines, [14] used Global Positioning System and
earthquake slip vectors as observed data. A fault and block
system was utilized to describe zones of deformation. The
system is composed of finite, elastic blocks, separated by
discrete faults, basically a small-scale analog to the global
model of plate tectonics. The initial micro-plate of Luzon
is consist of seven blocks but the best model obtained from
their computations only involves six blocks disregarding an
assumed boundary of two blocks making Northern Cordillera
Fault terminates at the Digdig Fault junction (see Figure
2). The motion of the PFZ is driven by the subduction of
the Philippine Sea Plate and the Sundaland Plate from the
east and the west respectively. Hence, it would be better to



Figure 1: The Island of Luzon. Figure from [5].

consider such driving force directly to simulate earthquake
cycles. The blocks suggested in [14] has boundaries which
include the PFZ. Therefore, we use the block rotation rates
estimated by [14] to determine the appropriate loading ve-
locity on each fault segment.

Figure 2: The preferred Luzon block model in [14].
This best-fit model consists of six mobile elastic
blocks with varying rates of rotation. Arrows in-
dicate direction of motion. Note that northeastern
Luzon, depicted by blocks CAG1 and CAG2, be-
haves as 1 block, i.e., the Northern Cordillera Fault
terminates at the Digdig Fault junction. Figure from
[14].

Figure 3 shows a segmentation of the PFZ in Luzon. It is
composed of nine segments and is based on the block bound-
aries in Figure 2 that corresponds to the PFZ in Luzon. The
segmentation is an estimate of the mapped PFZ in Luzon
shown in Figure 1. Horizontal lines along the fault indicate
the division of the zone into segments. The surface trace of
a segment is represented by a line. Green circles in Figure 3
indicate the location of historical earthquakes obtained from
[3]. Table 1 presents the length of each segment used for the
simulations.

Figure 3: The model fault considered in the simula-
tion of earthquake cycles in Luzon. The segmenta-
tion in this model is based on the block boundaries
used in [14] along the PFZ. Horizontal lines along
the fault indicate the division of the PFZ into seg-
ments. Green circles indicate the location of histor-
ical earthquakes obtained from [3].

Segment on the PFZ Length of Segment (km)

Segment 1 (S1) 78.89

Segment 2 (S2) 104.31

Segment 3 (S3) 55.65

Segment 4 (S4) 47.40

Segment 5 (S5) 37.77

Segment 6 (S6) 37.64

Segment 7 (S7) 68.99

Segment 8 (S8) 69.28

Segment 9 (S9) 69.33

Table 1: Length of each segment.

3. MODEL
Each fault segment of the segmentation in Figure 3 is rep-
resented by a vertical fault plane with three discrete large
cells along depths. Figure 4 shows that a fault segment or
vertical fault plane is divided into three zones to represent
the upper stable, seismogenic and lower stable zones of the
Earth’s crust. The seismogenic zone is also referred as the
unstable zone. Each zone on a segment is represented by a
cell with length equal to the length of the segment. Cells on
the upper stable, seismogenic and lower stable zones have
widths of 5 km, 20 km and 10 km respectively. The refer-
ence point for each cell is its center. This paper considered
a discrete cell model in contrast to the continuous model of
[31], because the PFZ in Luzon is quite long and this will
require huge computations if the continuous model is used.
[31] gives a bound for the cell size in order to satisfy con-
tinuum conditions along a vertical strike-slip fault. A rate-
and state-dependent friction law was used to simulate earth-
quake cycles in a homogeneous elastic semi-infinite medium.



Figure 4: A fault segment or vertical fault plane is
divided into three zones. Each zone on a segment is
represented by a cell with length equal to the length
of the segment. Cells on the upper stable, seismo-
genic and lower stable zones have widths of 5 km,
20 km and 10 km respectively. The reference point
for each cell is its center.

The rate- and state-dependent constitutive formulation de-
scribes characteristic dependencies of friction on slip or dis-
placement, slip velocity, slip history, and normal stress his-
tory observed in laboratory studies, and it provides a uni-
fied framework for predictive modeling of the various sliding
phenomena observed for faults in nature and in the labora-
tory. The widely used formulation for resistance in sliding
is developed in [33] and is written,

τ = σµ, where (1)

µ = µ0 + a ln
V

V0
+ b ln

V0θ

L
, (2)

τ is the shear stress, σ is the normal stress and µ is the
coefficient of friction; µ0, a and b are frictional parameters;
V is slip velocity, θ is a state variable that evolves with slip
and normal stress history, and L is a characteristic slip dis-
tance for renewal of contact population; Vo is the reference
velocity, µo is the frictional coefficient at Vo, t is time and
α is a parameter that quantifies the effect of normal stress
history on friction. The value of µo for the Earth’s crust
ranges from 0.6–0.7. The state variable θ has the dimension
of time and is interpreted to be a measure of the age of con-
tact population between sliding surfaces, which evolve with
contact time, slip, and normal stress history [8, 9, 10]. Fric-
tion in fault zones is dependent on slip velocity. Velocity
weakening means that the friction gets smaller and veloc-
ity strengthening means that the friction gets bigger, as the
slip velocity gets bigger, for some range of velocities. The
parameter a characterizes the rise of friction as a response
to sudden jump in slip velocity ([11],[32],[34]) and b char-
acterizes the fall of friction after the jump in slip velocity.
Hence a−b < 0 indicates velocity weakening behavior which
promotes unstable sliding and a − b > 0 indicates velocity
strengthening which results in stable sliding.

Different empirical evolution laws for the state variable θ
have been proposed by [6, 12, 33]. The evolution law that is
used in this study expresses the time [8], displacement [33]
and normal stress-dependent [12] effects on friction and is
written,

dθ

dt
= 1− θ

L
V − αθ

bσ

dσ

dt
(3)

where, α is a constant with 0 ≤ α ≤ µo. The parameter
α quantifies the effect of normal stress history in the state

variable. An experimentally determined range for the value
of α is given in [12] which is 0.25-0.50.

The variables µi, τi , θi, Vi and σi denote the frictional coef-
ficient, shear stress, state variable, slip velocity and normal
stress at cell i. The parameters ai, bi and Li are the param-
eters a, b and L at cell i. For each cell i, Equations (1),
(2) and (3) should be satisfied. The relation between shear
stress τ and slip velocity V on each cell i at time t is,

τi =

E∑
j=1

Kij(V pjt− uj)−
G

2c
Vi = µiσi

where G is the rigidity of the medium or shear modulus
which is 30 GPa, c is the shear wave velocity of the Earth’s
crust which is 3000 m/sec, Kij is the static shear stress
change at the center of the ith cell due to a unit slip at the
jth cell, uj is the displacement at the jth cell, V pj is the
loading or plate velocity at cell j, and E is the total number
of cells from all segments of the PFZ in Luzon. The term
V pjt − uj is the slip deficit at cell j. Hence, if Ki is the
stress change at cell i due to the slip deficit of all cells in the
system then it is given by

Ki =

E∑
j=1

Kij(V pjt− uj).

The term G/2c acts as a radiation damping approximation
which is given in [31] to evaluate shear stress reduction due
to high-speed seismic rupture. A more detailed description
of radiation damping can be found in [18].

To consider the effect of variable normal stress, the term

E∑
j=1

Nij(V pjt− uj)

where Nij is the static normal stress change at the center of
the ith cell due to a unit slip at the jth cell was included.
Differentiating both Equations (1) and (2) with respect to
t, we have the following differential equations which should
be satisfied in each cell i,

dτi
dt

=
dµi

dt
σi +

dσi

dt
µi (4)

dθi
dt

= 1− θiVi

Li
− αθi
bσi

dσi

dt
(5)

dσi

dt
=

E∑
j=1

Nij(V pj − Vj) (6)

dµi

dt
=

ai
Vi

dVi

dt
+
bi
θi

dθi
dt

(7)

dui

dt
= Vi (8)

dVi

dt
=

Ki −
σibi
θi

[
1− θiVi

Li
− αθi
bσi

dσi

dt

]
− dσi

dt
µi

G

2c
+
σiai
Vi

(9)

Kij and Nij are computed using routines in [25] and [26].
Time histories of the variables τ, θ, σ, µ and V are solved
using a fifth order Runge-Kutta method with an adaptive
time step control [28] in each cell i.



Frictional parameters were assigned to each cell i in or-
der to differentiate stable and unstable zones of the fault
plane. Model parameters were chosen such that the simu-
lated earthquake cycles mimicked the assumed recurrence
interval of earthquakes in each segment. Parameters ai
and bi were assigned to cells on the seismogenic zone such
that ai − bi < 0. On the other hand, parameters such
that ai − bi > 0 were assigned to cells on the upper and
lower stable zones. A characteristic distance of Li = 1 cm
was assigned to all cells. Moreover, parameters were as-
signed on the unstable zone such that Kij < Kcritical where
Kcritical = (bi − ai)σeffi/Li for i 6= j, and σeffi is the ef-
fective normal stress at cell i [23]. The depth-dependent
effective normal stress is given by σeffi = (ρ−ρw)gzi where
ρ is the mean density of rock, ρw is the density of water, g is
the gravitational constant and zi is the depth of the center
of cell i. The initial value for the normal stress σi is σeffi .

For this computation, ρ is 2.8×103 kg/m3, ρw = 1000kg/m3

and g = 9.8m/s2. For each cell i, the initial value of the fric-
tional coefficient µi is µo. Hence, the initial value of shear
stress τi is µoσeffi . The reference velocity or the initial ve-
locity Vo on all cells is the average of all V pj in the model
which is 2.5 cm/yr. The experimentally determined range
for the value of α is given in [17] which is 0.25-0.50. The
coefficient of friction for the Earth’s crust ranges from 0.6
to 0.7. In this paper, the values µo = 0.6 and α = 0.3 were
used.

3.1 Model with a=0.001
A fixed value of a = 0.001 was assigned to all cells. The
values b = 0.0003 and b = 0.0001 were assigned on cells
on the upper stable zone and lower stable zone respectively.
Table 2 gives the assigned values of b on the seismogenic zone
of each segment such that the simulated earthquake cycles
mimicked the assumed recurrence interval of earthquakes in
each segment. The appropriate loading velocity V p on each
fault segment were obtained from the block rotation rates
estimated by [14].

Table 2 presents the estimated recurrence interval of earth-
quakes for each segment in the model. S3 together with
S4, if taken as one region, is the location of the 1990 Lu-
zon earthquake and had been the subject of many stud-
ies which includes paleoseismic studies such as [40] which
had estimated a recurrence interval of 600 years in the re-
gion involving these segments. Previous paleoseismic studies
such as [7] obtained a recurrence interval of 300-400 years
and some have considered a recurrence interval of 345 years
if the 1990 and 1645 earthquakes are assumed to have oc-
curred from the same source. The non-existence of signifi-
cant earthquakes in S1 and S2 lead us to assume a longer
recurrence interval as we go north from S3. S1 and S2 are
northern extension of S3 and S4. Hence a longer recurrence
interval for S1 than S2 were assigned. Two historical earth-
quakes had been recorded for S5 to S9. Though the 1880
earthquake of magnitude 7.4 is located at S6 , this study will
consider S5, S6 and S7 as a unit, hence a recurrence interval
of 360 years is assumed for these segments. For S8 and S9,
this study assume a longer recurrence interval of 460 years.

3.2 Model with a=0.015

Segment on

the PFZ

Loading

Velocity

(Vp)

m/year

Recurrence

interval

b on the seismogenic

zone of the segment

S1 0.0172 800 yrs. 0.0014840

S2 0.0177 700 yrs. 0.0013230

S3 0.0245 600 yrs. 0.0017320

S4 0.0314 600 yrs. 0.0012890

S5 0.0288 360 yrs. 0.0014760

S6 0.0239 360 yrs. 0.0015280

S7 0.0280 360 yrs. 0.0013495

S8 0.0305 460 yrs. 0.0013810

S9 0.0314 460 yrs. 0.0013810

Table 2: Parameters for the Model with a=0.001.

The model described in subsection 3.1 is modified by con-
sidering higher values of a and b. A fixed value of a = 0.015
was assigned to all cells in the upper stable zone and seismo-
genic zone, while a = 0.025 was assigned in the lower stable
zones. The values b = 0.01 and b = 0.005 were assigned on
cells in the upper stable zone and in the lower stable zone re-
spectively. These values were based on the values presented
in [31] which were experimentally determined. Table 3 gives
the assigned values of b on the seismogenic zone of each seg-
ment such that the simulated earthquake cycles mimicked
the assumed recurrence interval of earthquakes in each seg-
ment.

Segment on

the PFZ

b on the seismogenic

zone of the segment

S1 0.01522

S2 0.0151

S3 0.01538

S4 0.015115

S5 0.01513

S6 0.01515

S7 0.015115

S8 0.0151627

S9 0.0151627

Table 3: Parameters for the Model with a=0.015.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In section 4.1, results obtained from the model with a=0.001
are used to describe seismically active periods, the effect of
normal stress history and shear stress interactions of seg-
ments with different strikes and lengths. In section 4.2, time
histories of shear stress obtained from using a=0.001 and
a=0.015 are compared. The occurrence of an earthquake
is indicated by a sudden drop in shear stress which is the
product of normal stress and friction, hence it is sufficient
to determine seismically active periods and analyze fault
interactions with the time histories of shear stress in each
segment.

4.1 Results using Model with a=0.001
Time histories of shear stress using the model with a =
0.001, in 9 segments are plotted for cells on the seismo-
genic zone from t=0 to t=7000 and is shown in Figure 5.



A sudden drop in shear stress indicates the occurrence of an
earthquake on the segment. For each segment, the length of
a cycle estimates the assumed recurrence interval of earth-
quakes on the segment.

Figure 6 shows the time histories of shear stress change
(MPa) from t=6000 to t= 7000 years. Successive seismically
active periods of approximately 100 years are separated by
periods of relative inactivity of approximately 200 years in
duration. This paper has not yet considered validating if
these seismically active periods corresponds to historically
recorded active periods. Figure 6 also shows that the maxi-
mum stress change in this model is 20 MPa.

Figure 5: Time histories of shear stress using the
model with a = 0.001

Figure 6: Time histories of shear stress change
(MPa) from t=6000 years to t= 7000 years. Suc-
cessive seismically active periods (indicated by rect-
angular box) of approximately 100 years are sepa-
rated by periods of relative inactivity of approxi-
mately 200 years in duration

The strike is an angle used to specify the orientation of a
fault segment. The shear stress interactions between adja-
cent segments with the same strike, and adjacent segments
with different strikes are shown in Figure 7(a) and 7(b) re-
spectively. Figure 7(a) and Figure 7(b) are portions of the
simulated earthquake cycles where ruptures or earthquakes
have occurred on the considered segments. S8 and S9 have
the same strike while S2 and S3 have different strikes. Fig-
ure 7(a) indicates that shear stress interaction is greater be-
tween 2 segments with the same strike. Shear stress drop
in S9 causes an increase in shear stress in S8 while shear
stress drop in S3 does not cause an increase in shear stress

in S2. This result validates the model since it is observed
that adjacent fault segments of the same strike have more
shear stress interaction than those with different strikes.

In Figure 8, S7 is larger than S6. A rupture in S6 resulted to
an increase in shear stress in S7 but this is smaller compared
to the increase in shear stress in S6 when a rupture occurred
at S7. This shows that shear stress change in a segment with
smaller length due to a rupture in a segment with larger
length is bigger than the other way around.

Figure 7 and 8 show that the shear stress interaction is not
so strong in this model. The weak shear stress interaction
can be attributed to the calculated Kij and Nij . For cells
i and j which are located on the same segment and have
the same strike, the normal stress change Nij is almost zero
and Kii >> Kij . For cells i and j located at different seg-
ments, Kii >> Nij and Kii >> Kij . Hence, the seismic
active period illustrated in Figure 6 are not mainly caused
by segment interactions but more of a consequence of the
assumed length of each cycle.
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Figure 7: Shear stress interaction of two segments
of a.) the same strike, shear stress drop in S9 causes
an increase in shear stress in S8. and b.) different
strikes, shear stress drop in S3 does not causes an
increase in shear stress in S2.
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Figure 8: Time histories of shear stress between two
segments with different lengths. Shear stress change
in a segment with a smaller length due to rupture
in a segment with a larger length is bigger than the
other way around. In this figure, S7 > S6.

Figure 9 shows that the shear stress interaction of a curved
fault does not have a significant difference when a parameter
α is introduced. Hence, the effect of normal stress change in
state evolution is then not so substantial in our simulations.



Additional information that can be obtained from the model
include afterslips at the stable zones (see Figure 10). An
earthquake in segment 4 is illustrated by the the sudden
increase of displacement in the seismogenic zone. Afterslip
or displacement on the Earth’s surface is manifested by the
continuous displacement in the upper stable zone of segment
4 even after the occurrence of the earthquake.

Figure 9: Effect of α on shear stress of two segments
with different strikes where a.)α = 0.3 (state is de-
pendent on normal stress history) b.)α = 0 (state
has no dependence on normal stress history)
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Figure 10: Afterslip in segment 4.

4.2 Results using Model with a=0.015
To illustrate the effect of a higher value of a to the earth-
quake cycle simulations, a value of a = 0.015 which is based
on the value used in [31] was assigned. The results obtained
for all the segments show that each segment took a longer
time before the desired build-up of stress followed by the
estimated recurrence interval of earthquakes are simulated
(see Figure 11). For the time interval t = 6000 to t = 7000,
observe the similarity in the number of ruptures in Figure 6
and Figure 11. Note that, the values of a − b in the model
with a = 0.001 and the model with a = 0.015 are almost
equal. Hence, this result also shows that the value of a − b
may be more significant than the separate value of a and b.

5. CONCLUSIONS
Numerical simulations of earthquake cycles were performed
using a rate- and state-dependent friction law, on a seg-
mented strike-slip fault, with depth-dependent frictional pa-
rameters to characterize stable and unstable zones along
depth, and considers the effect of normal stress history. It

Figure 11: Time histories of shear stress using the
model with a = 0.015.

was also able to provide some insights on the mechanics of
earthquake cycles along the Philippine Fault Zone in Lu-
zon. The PFZ in Luzon was divided into segments and the
block rotation rates estimated in [14] were used to deter-
mine the appropriate loading velocity on each fault segment.
The rate- and state-dependent friction law was used to simu-
late earthquake cycles in a homogeneous elastic semi-infinite
medium. Frictional parameters were assigned to each cell to
characterize different stable and unstable zones of the fault
plane. Model parameters were chosen such that the simu-
lated earthquake cycles mimicked the assumed or estimated
recurrence interval of earthquakes.

It was shown that shear stress interaction is greater between
adjacent segments with the same strike than adjacent seg-
ments with different strikes. It was also shown that the
shear stress change in a segment with smaller length due to
a rupture in a segment with larger length is bigger than the
other way around. The shear stress interaction in the model
output is not so strong. Hence, the seismic active periods
that were determined are not mainly caused by segment in-
teractions but more of a consequence of the assumed length
of each cycle. The effect of normal stress change in state
evolution is not so substantial since the shear stress interac-
tion of a curved fault does not have a significant difference
when a parameter α is introduced. It was also shown that
the value of a− b may be more significant than the separate
value of a and b.

A different segmentation of the PFZ in Luzon is presented in
[27] and is based on earthquake magnitudes. This different
segmentation may result to a different duration of successive
seismically active periods. Future computations may involve
smaller cell size, a different segmentation, more established
earthquake recurrence interval in each segment of the PFZ
and the validation of computed seismically active periods
with historically recorded active periods. Hence, this pa-
per also emphasizes the need for more studies to determine
observational data sets required in numerical simulations of
earthquake cycles such as recurrence interval of earthquakes
and active faults.
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